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AA
S IN PAST ECONOMIC DOWNTURNS, OUR CURRENT
woes have prompted some to revisit the potential of local currencies to
bring relief to beleaguered communities. While “BerkShares” and
Detroit’s “Cheers” are the most recent examples of such scrip, the local

currency movement in its modern form goes back to 1991, with the establishment
of Ithaca “Hours” as a model for later issuers. Since then, more than eighty differ-
ent experiments in local currency have been undertaken across the country.  In
this article, I describe briefly the ideas behind the use of local currency since the
1990s, and assess how successful such currencies have been. As many of these cur-
rency experiments have become defunct over the course of twenty years, I also
offer a basic list of these issues. As time goes by and websites are taken down,
information about these discontinued currencies is becoming scarce.

I.  Why Local Currencies?

Designing a currency expressly to circulate in a limited area runs against
the grain of our monetary experience of the last two centuries, which has been to
make money a national responsibility. Along the way, the very appearance of
money has also become increasingly standardized (and, I think, less interesting to
look at). During disturbances like the Panic of 1907 or the Great Depression, local
currencies have made comebacks, but have then disappeared once normal times
returned. In contrast, modern local currencies have emerged in times of relative
prosperity. While one might expect local currency advocates to be free-market lib-
ertarians, the modern movement is overwhelmingly liberal in its orientation,
grounded in “Green” political activism with its opposition to large corporations,
free trade and to globalization generally.

Arguments for local currency can be found in numerous places. Two
prominent sources are Kennedy (1988) and Greco (2001). The following is a brief
and typical list of the reasons given by local currency advocates:

1.  Local currency keeps money circulating in communities, instead of it
draining away in the form of corporate profits and other payments to
distant financial centers.

2.  Local currency fosters community self-reliance and solidarity, by pro-
moting the exchange of goods and services only within the limited cir-
cuit of local currency circulation. 

3.  Local currency encourages diversity as something culturally and social-
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ly valuable in itself. Instead of consuming the standard wares purveyed
by national chain-stores, users of local currency will instead patronize
local producers of goods and services.

4.  Local currency serves ideals of equity and social justice, first by recog-
nizing certain services that are undervalued in terms of conventional
money (child and elder care, for example), and second by encouraging
a more egalitarian pricing of different goods and services. 

5.  Local currency is ecologically friendly, since it is not based on debt.
Advocates argue that the national money supply created through frac-
tional reserve banking creates an imperative of economic expansion,
since the borrowings which give rise to the national supply of credit
must be repaid through future earnings from an ever expanding econo-
my. The consequence of such growth, advocates contend, is mounting
stress upon regional and global environments.

This is not the place to seriously assess these claims, although conven-
tional economic analysis is generally skeptical about the arguments made on behalf
of local currencies. My concern instead is with the narrower question of whether
these currencies have worked in the sense that, once introduced, they have circu-
lated the way their founders intended. To answer this, it is useful to outline how
the various schemes were intended to function. 

II.  The Ithaca Hours Model (1991-present)

Since the vast majority of local currency experiments in the 18 years since
the founding of Ithaca Hours (1991) have used the latter as a model, it is helpful to
describe the Ithaca experience (discussions of Ithaca Hours are numerous; see the
Hours website at www.ithacahours.com).

At the core of local currency schemes is a directory of providers of goods
and services who are willing to trade with each other using an exchange medium
other than national money. Creating and maintaining such a directory as a func-

“In Ithaca We Trust.”  Residents of
central New York have trusted in
Ithaca Hours for 18 years.  This local
currency has also served as a model
for other local currencies across the
country since then.
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tioning clearinghouse of goods and services is a substantial undertaking, even on a
local scale. In the Ithaca case, the publication of HOUR Town served for many
years as a paper directory in the form of a newspaper circular; more recently, the
listing of goods and services has migrated on-line (see
http://www.ithacahours.org). Each provider of a good or service is given an initial

supply of Hours, in the form of a paper curren-
cy, for signing up (as well as for renewing year-
ly listings) which he or she can spend with any
of the other listed providers, or with retail
establishments in the city that will accept
Hours on some basis. In this way, the supply of
Hours is designed to grow with the increasing
number of participants.

What makes this scheme more than
just barter is the use of a medium, the Hour,
which can circulate independently of the origi-
nal participants. The system is designed to be

flexible. Without maintaining an actual exchange rate, the conventional value of
the Hour is set at $US 10, which is also suggested as a minimum hourly wage, and
which provides a benchmark for how providers will price their goods and services.
For example, a dentist might price her skilled services in terms of a greater num-
ber of Hours than would someone offering unskilled yard work. For their part,
participating businesses are encouraged to accept Hours in full or partial payment
for their goods and services, with the understanding that accounts payable outside
of Ithaca will always require national money. The overall supply of Hours is sub-
ject to some discretionary management by Circulation Committee of Ithaca
Hours, Inc., which can remedy currency ‘bottlenecks’ and otherwise control the
rate at which new currency is introduced.

In sum, given a critical mass of participants (in terms of their numbers as
well as the diversity of their goods and services) these features of the system con-
fer upon Hours the properties of a functioning, albeit restricted, currency.
Indeed, in the words of Paul Glover, the founder of Ithaca Hours:

We regard Ithaca's HOURS as real money, backed by real people, real
time, real skills and tools. Dollars, by contrast, are funny money,
backed no longer by gold or silver but by less than nothing --
[then] $8.4 trillion of national debt. 
(http://www.ithacahours.com/intro.html)1

III.  The Spread of “Hours” to Other Communities

Ithaca Hours became the template for a number of other local currency
experiments, and by the end of the 1990s several dozen communities throughout
the United States and Canada had their version of Ithaca’s time-based currency
(see list below). 

By and large, communities with Hours-style local currencies were either
college towns or otherwise strongly progressive and Green in their political orien-

1.  Editor’s note:  The outstanding public debt as of September 30, 2009, at
7:00:08 PM GMT was $11,778,540,433,558.55, according to “U.S. National
Debt Clock,” http://www.brillig.com/debt_clock/  According to that same
source the U.S. National Debt has continued to increase an average of $3.78
billion per day since September 28, 2007.  Each citizen’s share of our National
Debt is calculated at more than $38,000 presently and growing!  For those
curious, you can view the calculated National Debt grow by the second at
http://zfacts.com/p/461.html

Ithaca Hours are denominated in
whole and fractional parts of an
equivalent hours’ labor.
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tation. The town of Ithaca is both, and not surprisingly the West Coast was also
heavily represented among the growing list of new currencies. Indeed, many cur-
rencies were established by local affiliates of the Green Party, or by activists for
Green causes. Calgary Dollars is run by the president of the Alberta Green Party.
In addition to Paul Glover’s advocacy, by the mid 1990s the E.F. Schumacher
Society of Great Barrington, Massachusetts (www.smallisbeautiful.org) took the
lead in promoting local currencies by sponsoring conferences and workshops on
the subject, serving as a clearing house for information, and sponsoring its own
local currency experiments in the Berkshire region (which, interestingly, were
never of the Hours variety). 

Most currency experiments of the 1990s took Glover’s Ithaca Hours as
their explicit model, even if they differed in the details. In Berkeley, California,
the currency was styled as BREAD (a neat acronym for Berkeley Regional
Exchange and Development) and set at one BREAD to $US 12.  BREAD was
unusual for requiring endorsements as it circulated. Also rated at $US 12 was one
“Greenback” in Brooklyn, New York and one “Eco” in Eugene, Oregon.
Likewise, Tamworth, Ontario’s Hours, billed as a “truly Canadian UsuryFree
Enterprise”, corresponds to $C 12. Sonoma Hours (Santa Rosa, California) went
for $US 20. Pittsboro, North Carolina’s PLENTY (for Piedmont Local
EcoNomy Tender—as an acronym it’s a stretch!) represented $US 10, at least in
its earlier version. “Mo’ Money” of New Orleans was equivalent to $US 5. 

In all these cases, the dollar valuation of time-based currencies never
implied an actual exchange rate; instead, users were supposed to orient themselves
towards that rate when they bid or offered using the currency. Those experiments
not using the Hours concept--Valley Dollars (Massachusetts), Tucson Tokens
and High Desert Dollars (Arizona), REAL Dollars (Kansas), and Calgary Dollars
(Alberta)-- instead pegged their currencies one-for-one to national currencies. By
the late 2000s, this latter formula has come to dominate local currency schemes,
for reasons to be explored at the end of this article.

Terms of entry into the various currency systems of the early 1990s also
differed, especially insofar as directory listings might require some nominal
upfront payment in standard funds. Both Valley Dollars and REAL Dollars were
distinctive in that their issuers required the deposit of collateral of equivalent
value—gift certificates in the first case, the equivalent of standard funds in the sec-

Local “Mo Money” in New Orleans
was patterned after Ithaca Hours.
PLENTY notes were circulated in
Pittsboro, NC.  PLENTY is an
acronym for Piedmont Local
EcoNomy Tender.
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ond. Otherwise, what backed these Hours currencies was nothing more than the
promise that each participant offered something that another participant would
find valuable. For most of these currencies, the name “Hours” and the notional
valuation of $US 10 remained the norm. Such designations of value are arbitrary,
as are all monetary conventions. But they were useful in signaling to participants
how they should rate the bidding and offering of goods and services that created
the rationale for the local currency in the first place.

Also local are the look and feel of these currencies, into which their
designers have incorporated locally-relevant features, themes, and personalities. If
the Ithaca HOUR and its fractions were (to my mind) a bit staid in appearance,
other local currencies have proven more venturesome. Both Mendecino SEED
(for Self-sufficient Ecological Economic Development) and Sound Hours
(Olympia, Washington) used aquatic themes. The ten-“Slice” note of Burlington,
Vermont features the bounty of a local farmers’ market, as do Pittsboro PLEN-
TY notes. New Orleans’ “Mo’ Money” incorporates drawings made by children
from the housing project where the currency originated. Ukiah Hours adapted
local historical photographs for their currency vignettes. Tamworth Hours are
even more photorealist in appearance and, thanks to modern printing technology,
can even be personalized with one’s own picture! The three-REAL Dollar
(Kansas) note sports the Beat author and bad marksman William S. Burroughs,
who moved to Lawrence late in his career. My sentimental favorite is the “Dillo
Hour” of Austin, Texas. This note celebrates the armadillo, a creature which,
while heavily armored, is tragically slow, and thus no match for the murderous
drivers on interstate highways of the Southwest.

IV  Have Local Currencies Worked?

The short answer is, by and large, “No.”  One of the first serious studies
of local currencies was done by Ed Collum (2005), a sociologist at the University
of Southern Maine, who found a failure rate for local currencies of about eighty
percent. By 2004, according to Collum’s count, out of eighty-two currencies
introduced, only seventeen remained active (www.usm.maine.edu/
~collom/cc.html). The two most important factors contributing to this mortality
rate, Collum found, were “leadership burnout” amongst the unpaid volunteers
who have administered the currency programs, and the tendency of active partici-
pation in local currency exchanges to decline over time. A study in 2008 by econ-
omists at Bucknell University only reinforced this conclusion, and found minimal
economic benefits to the use of local currency (Krohn and Snyder 2008).

Why should local currencies be such difficult things to achieve? The
answer, I think, lies in the properties of money itself. Like other human creations
with a high information content, money tends to exhibit network and scale
effects, meaning that the more people use it, the more useful it becomes to peo-
ple. In this sense, successful money is money whose circulation expands at the
expense of less desirable alternatives (when governments enforce the circulation
of undesirable currency the reverse happens, which is Gresham’s Law). To explic-
itly design a currency that functions only locally is thus a bit counterintuitive. In
effect, the properties of money that make it so useful are purposefully impaired,
in order to keep its use restricted to serve the progressive ethical values that local
currency advocates consider important. In the case of local currencies, this is
achieved by discouraging a proper exchange rate with the outside world, which
diminishes the incentive of people who have outside financial obligations to use
it.

As a consequence, even when established, local currencies have required
enormous work to keep going, since if left alone they tend to wither. Key to their
viability is the maintenance of a critical mass of bids and offers of products of a
sufficient diversity that the currency will find use. No matter how many transac-
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tors are willing to handle the currency, volume of use will be small if people are
only offering aromatherapy and massages to each other. The ordinary and practical
instances of currency use—car repair, purchases at the hardware store—become
few and far between to the extent that receipts in local currency cannot be used to
meet outside obligations. Indeed, a common problem in local currency-using com-
munities has been the overloading of local natural food stores and co-ops which,
unlike the chain grocery stores, are ideologically sympathetic towards such scrip
but lack the financial flexibility to process much of it. In Ithaca, Green Star
Cooperative Market accumulated fully one-third of the entire circulation of Hours
by 2008, leading Green Star to reduce the amount of Hours it would accept. In
Carrboro, North Carolina, Weaver Street Market became a similar focus of
PLENTYs.

At the bottom of these difficulties lies a cart-before-the-horse paradox.
Local currencies were touted for their community-building and –protecting poten-
tial, yet themselves require considerable community mobilization if they are to suc-
ceed. Ithaca Hours has survived for so long not just because of the dedication and
energy of its founder, Paul Glover, but because the program created institutions in
Ithaca that enabled its currency to outlast the departure of Glover from active
involvement in its routine maintenance (indeed, it was prompting by the State of
New York that caused the Ithaca Hours organization to incorporate in the first
place). These institutions—from governing boards to potlucks to vegan pancake
breakfasts—re-energize the local population’s connection to the currency and keep
its circulation from experiencing the inevitable decline. Other success stories on
the Ithaca Hours model—Anacostia Hours, Corvallis Hours, Madison Hours—
exhibit a similar evolution. Both Calgary Dollars and Philadelphia’s Equal Hours
are distinctive not just for valuing their currencies one-for-one in terms of national
money, but for lining up substantial foundation and outside grant support to keep
their systems viable.

V  Toronto Dollars and BerkShares: 
Models for ‘Second Wave’ Local Currencies?

While there have always been non-“Hour” type local currencies, the intro-
duction of Toronto Dollars (www.torontodollar.com) in 1998 followed by
BerkShares in 2005 (www.berkshares.org) heralded a shift in the design of local
currencies towards a more flexible and pragmatic acceptance of financial links out-

side of local currency communities.
Unlike “Hours” currencies, Toronto
Dollars and BerkShares are essen-
tially consumer incentive pro-
grams—what Thomas Greco (2001)
calls “cash-substitute scrip.”
Participants buy in by purchasing
with standard funds Toronto Dollars
at 90%, and BerkShares at 95%, of
their face values ( i.e. 90 $C buy 100
Toronto Dollars, 95 $US  purchases
100 BerkShares). The currencies are
then spent with local merchants,
who can deposit them at their bank
at the original rates of 90 $C/95 $US
respectively. In effect, local com-
merce is promoted by the promise of
a slight discount to consumers and
funded by smaller local business
margins. 

An article in this journal’s March/
April issue described how
BerkShares circulate in
Massachusetts communities with
the support of local merchants and
banks, where they show up in cash
register tills like this one.
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SPMC NEW MEMBERS - 08/02/2009
These memberships expire December 31, 2010

12977 David Sweet, 300 Frander Ave, Lansing, MI 48912 (C
& D), Patrick A. Heller

12978 Kirk Jackson (C), Frank Clark
12979 Thomas E. Marsh, 5108 W. Shoreline Terrace,

Muncie, IN 47304 (C), Mark Anderson
12980 William M. Crim (C), Lowell Horwedel
12981 Ryan A. Baum (C), Website
12982 Tom Dell, PO Box 50630, Billings, MT 59105 (C,

Confederate, World War Two), Website
12983 Bradley T. Gericke (C), Website
12984 James L. Lane (C), Website
12985 James C. Zellner (C & D), Website
12986 A.D. Gerhart, 352 Edgehill Drive, Akron, PA 17501-

1225 (C, Low Numbers, Stars, Pennsylvania Nationals),
Paper Money Values

12987 Michael Hritz (C), Kathy Lawrence
12988 Kerry D. Mendel (C), Kathy Lawrence
12989 Jon Cunningham, 22405 State Highway TT, Crane,

MO 65633 (C, State issues), Wendell Wolka
12990 Leon Cunningham, 22411 State Highway TT, Crane,

MO 65633 (C, Southern States and Confederates),
Wendell Wolka

12991 Martha Gammill, PO Box 698, Schoolcraft, MI 49087
(C, Civil War, Virginia), Wendell Wolka

12992 David Knighter (C & D, Nationals), Wendell Wolka
12993 Mark McWherter, 1107 E. Northview St, Olathe, KS

66061 (C & D), Wendell Wolka
12994 Michael Weaver, 165 Camden Woods Place, Dallas,

GA 30157 (C, Confederate), Wendell Wolka
12995 Bill Hughes, 32 Fairview Ave, Clinton, NJ 08809 (C,

New Jersey Nationals), Bob Hearn
12996 Wayne Renfroe (C), Fred Reed

REINSTATEMENTS
9725 Charles Weko (C), Frank Clark

SPMC NEW MEMBERS - 09/02/2009
These memberships expire December 31, 2010

12997 Charles J. Flemm (C & D), Larry Schuffman
12998 Andrew D. Manns Sr. (C), Larry Schuffman
12999 Lawrence Taubenkibel (C) Frank Clark
13100 Gary L. Batten (C, Fractional, Nationals, Foreign),

Tom Denly
13101 Dave Horman, 1102 Charles St, La Crosse, WI 54603

(C & D, Nationals), Larry Adams
13102 Robert W. Jasperson, 724 East 11th Ave, Monmouth,

IL 61462-2155 (C & D, Fractional, Large Size, Odd &
Curious), Larry Adams

13103 Robert Smith (C), Paper Money Values
13104 Stephen Burke (C), Jason Bradford
13105 Joseph Calta (C),  Jason Bradford
13106 Carl Campbell (C), Jason Bradford
13107 Roger Clark (C), Jason Bradford
13108 James Coolbaugh (C), Jason Bradford
13109 Salvatore Corbo (C), Jason Bradford

13110 Kenneth Denski (C), Jason Bradford
13111 Velko Dimovich (C), Jason Bradford
13112 Brent Fogelberg (C), Jason Bradford
13113 Bruce Foley (C), Jason Bradford
13114 Michael Fousse (C), Jason Bradford
13115 Thomas Larsen (C), Jason Bradford
13116 Stan Lubinski (C), Jason Bradford
13117 Robert Luebbe (C), Jason Bradford
13118 Samuel Mazza (C), Jason Bradford
13119 Ernest M. Nepa (C), Jason Bradford
13120 Thomas Pak (C), Jason Bradford
13121 James Schirro (C), Jason Bradford
13122 Joe Spradlin (C), Jason Bradford
13123 Robert Tharpe (C), Jason Bradford
13124 William Thau (C), Jason Bradford
13125 Quang Tran (C), Jason Bradford
13126 Dave Undis (C), Jason Bradford
13127 Robert Wilson (C), Jason Bradford
13128 Edward Wolff (C), Jason Bradford
13129 Dan Wong (C), Jason Bradford
13130 Billy Kingsley (C), Robert Moon
13131 Michael Cahill (C), Website
13132 William Shamhart Jr. (C), Website                            v

WANT ADS WORK FOR YOU
We could all use a few extra bucks.

Money Mart ads can help you sell dupli-
cates, advertise wants, increase your col-

lection, and have more hobby fun.
Up to 20 words plus your address in SIX

BIG ISSUES only $20.50/year!!!! *
• extra charges apply for longer ads •

Take it from those who have found the
key to “Money Mart success”

Put out your want list in “Money Mart” 
and see what great notes become part of

your collecting future, too. 

Letters to the Editor
Dear Fred,

I want to thank you and your colleagues for the award
for first place in the Federal currency category for the arti-
cle “Picturing President Lincoln.”  I appreciate the recog-
nition. Thank you very much.  I hope you are well and
finding lots of articles to publish.

-- Barbara Bither

Hello Fred!
Today I received an unexpected letter and small parcel

from Benny Bolin: my first place medallion and blue ribbon
for the Operation Bernard information I submitted last year
to Paper Money on behalf of Danny Spungen.

Thank you! I am happy!
Best wishes,

-- Donn Pearlman           v
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What are the advantages of Toronto Dollars and BerkShares over the ear-
lier “Hours” programs? First, ambiguities about their supply and value are
removed by pegging their issue to a proportionate deposit of national money.
Knowing that Toronto Dollars and BerkShares can always be redeemed for nearly
all of their face value, buyers and sellers can use them with confidence. Indeed,
consumers have an incentive to use them to get the discount, while for merchants
the 5%-10% loss upon converting back to standard funds may well be worth the
extra business which these local currencies direct their way.

Second, these currencies avoid the problem of feeble circulation that has
bedeviled “Hours” programs. Accepted across the economic spectrum and not just

by alternative economic niches, they
require less work to keep them going.
Excess supply can always be converted to
standard funds and thus removed from cir-
culation. And third, the programs don’t
require the alternative institutional devel-
opment that Hours programs have needed
to survive. The inaugural use of Toronto
Dollars was by the city mayor himself.
BerkShares work with the full support of
the existing Great Barrington Chamber of
Commerce, a very mainstream organiza-

tion.
The disadvantages of the new model inhere in what their very ease and

convenience leave out. Beyond a generic commitment to buying local, using
Toronto Dollars or BerkShares doesn’t require any ecological sensibility or com-
mitment to green values, although in the case of Toronto Dollars the ten percent
difference between their value and the Canadian dollar is dedicated to the Toronto
Dollar Community Projects Fund. That said, it is hard to argue with success. On
the heels of BerkShares, not only have other, similar plans for local currency been
announced, but in one instance, older North Carolina PLENTYs of the Hour type
were redeemed and reissued under a new program, bankrolled by a local business-
man. 

Ironically, as Ed Collum pointed out, communities supporting local cur-
rencies (typically, progressive college towns) are not exactly those marginalized or
economically deprived areas that would most benefit from their use. Whether or
not local currencies take on a new life in the 2010s depends on how bad the general
economic situation becomes. At the very least they can’t hurt, and in any case they
illustrate the important truth that, ultimately, money is always a creation of people,
and not of their governments.
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State/City Name Denominations Date Current 
(exchange rate)     Started       Status                  

United States
Arkansas

Fayetteville Ozark Hour Forming
Arizona

Flagstaff Flagstaff Neighborly Notes 1/10, 1/2, one hour 2000 Inactive
Prescott High Desert Dollars 1, 5, 10, 20 dollars Inactive
Tucson Tucson Traders Tucson Token (=$1 US) 1997 Inactive

1999 (paper 
currency)

Tucson Tucson Local Currency Forming
California

Arcata/Eureka Humboldt Exchange 1, 5, 10, 20, 50 dollars 2003 ACTIVE, Illustrated #3
Community Currency

Berkeley Berkeley BREAD 1/4, 1/2, and one Hour 1997 Inactive, Illustrated #5
(=$US 12)

The following list of American and Canadian local currencies has been
compiled from a variety of sources; an annotated version of this list that discusses
sources in greater detail can be found at http://www.libarts.uco.edu/ political/facul-
ty/gatch/gatch.html.

I made two editorial decisions that have changed the composition of
this list compared to others. First, I dropped the Chamber of Commerce-
sponsored plans (like Crested Butte, Colorado), which were essentially
coupons or gift certificates not designed for general circulation. This includes
any participants in defunct programs run by Certificheck, which declared
bankruptcy last year. Second, I have dropped Liberty Dollars from this list.
After studying its operation, I concluded that it is simply a scheme for selling
bullion coins and has no genuine local content in its design. Salt Spring Island
Dollars are also heavily oriented towards marketing numismatic products.
However, since the scheme involves paper currency that is issued at a specific loca-
tion, I left them on the list. Finally, I dropped entries that did not use actual cur-
rency, namely Local Exchange Trading Systems (LETS) and Time Dollars. 

I considered a currency active if its website is functional and up-to-
date. Of course, currencies can still circulate without websites, but in the
absence of any other information this was the obvious criterion. In one case,
“Dillo Hours” (Austin, Texas), I labeled it active without a website on the basis
of a report made to me by someone who had recently visited that town. 

This list remains incomplete in many places, especially concerning
denominations and dates of operation. Even as I added listings for older currencies
that received only incidental mention in the sources, I also tried to include refer-
ences to schemes that are currently being conceived (like Detroit “Cheers”). I may
have missed some of these newest ones. Anyone perusing this list who might be
able to “fill in the blanks” or otherwise provide an information source, please con-
tact me. Likewise, if you have currency images you wish to share, I would much
appreciate it. Thanks!

1

2

Local Currency Systems 
in the United States and Canada, 1991-Present

Loren Gatch
(lgatch@uco.edu)
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Bolinas Sand Dollars Inactive
Eureka Humboldt Hours 1999 Inactive
Eureka Humboldt  Clams 2000 Inactive
Garberville Sequoia Hours Inactive
Fort Bragg Mendocino SEED Inactive, Illustrated #10
Mendocino Mendo Moola Forming
Nevada City TradeMarket 1/2, 1, 5, 20 Trades 2007 (date of ACTIVE

first newsletter)
North Fork North Fork “Forks” 1999 Inactive
North Fork North Fork Shares 1 Share (=$US 12) Summer 2009 Forming
Oakland Acorns Forming
Palo Alto Area Bucks Inactive
San Luis Obispo San Luis Obispo Hours Inactive
Santa Barbara Santa Barbara Hours 1997 Inactive
Santa Monica Santa Monica Hours Inactive
Santa Rosa Sonoma County 1/4, one hour (=$US 10) 1998 Inactive (2000)

Community Cash
Ukiah Ukiah Hours 1/10, 1/2, 1, 2 hours 2000 Inactive (never opened) 

Illustrated #2
Colorado

Boulder Boulder Hours 1/2, one, and two hours 1993 Inactive
(=$US 10)

Boulder Forming
Carbondale Carbondale Spuds Inactive
Durango Community Cash 1997 Inactive (2000)
Fort Collins NOCO Hours 1/2 hour 2002 ACTIVE
Paonia North Fork Helping Hands 1999 Inactive

Connecticut
Willimantic Thread City Bread 1/4 , one hour (= $US 10) 1999 Inactive

Florida
Gainesville Gainesville Hours 1/4, one hour (=$US 10) 1997 (1/4 hour Inactive (2003)

issued in 1998)
Georgia
Atlanta Atlanta Hours Inactive

Hawai’i
Kilauea Kauai Barter and 1, 5, 10 Coconuts 1995 ACTIVE?, Illustrated #4

Trade Network
Idaho

Boise Boise Hours Inactive
Indiana

Bloomington BloomingHOURS 1/4, 1/2, and one Hour 1999 Inactive
(=$US 10)

Indianapolis Barter Bucks 1994 Inactive, Illustrated #6

3 4 5
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Kansas
Lawrence REAL Dollars 1, 3, 10 dollars 2000 Inactive, Illustrated #1

Kentucky
Berea Berea Bucks 2, 10 dollars 1997 Inactive

Louisiana
New Orleans Mo’ Money One “Mo” (=$US 5) 1996 Inactive, Illustrated p. 430

Maine
Unity Waldo Hours 1996

Maryland
Baltimore Baltimore Hours 1/10, 1/4, 1/2, one hour 2001 Inactive (2003)

(=$US 10)
Mount Rainier Anacostia Hours 1 hour (=$10 US) 2006 ACTIVE
Takoma Park P.E.N. Neighborhood Exchange

Massachusetts
Amesbury Amesburg [sic?] Hours Inactive
Gloucester Cape Ann Dollars Inactive
Great Barrington Berkshares 1, 5, 10, 20, 50 Berkshares 1993 ACTIVE, Illustrated #8

2006 ACTIVE, Illustrated p. 434
Greenfield Valley Dollars 1, 5, 10, 20 dollars 1991 Inactive

Michigan
Detroit Detroit Cheers 2009 Forming
Detroit Great Lakes Hours 1995 Inactive
South Bend Michiana Money Forming
Traverse City Bay Area Bucks 1, 5, 10, 20 Baybucks 2005 ACTIVE
Ypsilanti Tower Hour Forming

Missouri
Columbia Columbia Hours Inactive
Kansas City Kansas City Barter Bucks 1993 Inactive

Montana
Missoula Missoula Hours Inactive

New Hampshire
Chesterfield Brattleboro Hours Inactive

New Mexico
Santa Fe Santa Fe Hours 1994 Inactive

New York
Albany Capitol Area Self-Sustaining Hours Inactive
Brooklyn Brooklyn Greenbacks 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, one Greenback 1997 Inactive (2001)

(=$12 US)
Brooklyn Forming
Buffalo Buffalo Hours Inactive
Cobleskill Common Cents 1/10, 1/2 one hour 2004 Inactive

Community Currency
Ithaca Ithaca Hours 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, one hour 1991 ACTIVE, Illustrated #14

(=$10 US)
Kerhonkson Stoneridge Hours Inactive
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New Berlin Chenango Hours 1996 Inactive
Oneonta Oneonta Hours 1/4, 1/2 hour, one hour 2001 Inactive

(=$10 US)
Philmont Columbia County Hours 1995 Inactive

North Carolina
Asheville Earthaven Leaps ACTIVE?
Carrboro Carrboro Cash Inactive
Durham Bull City Bucks Inactive
Mars Hill Mountain Money 1995 Inactive
Pittsboro PLENTY 1, 5, 10, 20, 50 PLENTYS 2002: “Hour” ACTIVE, Illustrated #13

(Piedmont Local (earlier: 1/4, 1/2, version; One old PLENTY is 
EcoNomy Tender) one PLENTY (=$10 US) 2009: “Berkshare” being exchanged for
. version 10 new PLENTYS

Ohio
Akron Summit Hours 1994 Inactive (2003)?
Apple Creek Wooster Hours Inactive
Cleveland Cuyahoga Hours 1995 Inactive
Columbus Simply Hours 1996 Inactive 
Kent Portage Hours 1994 Inactive

Oklahoma
Tulsa Tulsa Hours Inactive

Oregon
Corvallis Corvallis Hours 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, one hour 2002, 2004 ACTIVE

(=$10 US)
Eugene Emerald Ecos Community 1/4, 1/3, 1/2, one Eco 2003 Inactive

Currency (=$12 US)
Hood River/ River HOURS 1/10, 1/2, one hour 2004 ACTIVE

GLCC (=$10 US)
Portland Cascadia Hours 1/4, 1/2, one, two, four Hours 1994 ACTIVE

Pennsylvania
Bethlehem Lehigh Valley 1994 Inactive (1997)

Barter Hours Illustrated #7
Philadelphia Equal Dollars 1, 5, 10, 20 Equal Dollars 1996 ACTIVE

Texas
Austin Dillo Hours 1/4, 1/2, one Dillo Hour 1994 ACTIVE, Illustrated #12

(=$US 10)
Houston Houston Hours Inactive
Taft Greyhound Bucks Inactive

Vermont
Brattleboro Blue Money Inactive
Bristol Bristol Bucks Inactive
Burlington Burlington Bread/ 1, 5, 10, 20 “Slices” 1998 (w/second Inactive, Illustrated #11

Currency Project issue in 2004)
Hardwick Buffalo Mountain Dollars 1/4, 1/2, one hour (=$10 US) 1996 Inactive
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Montpelier Green Mountain Hours 1/10, 1/4, 1/2, one hour 1996 Inactive
(=$10 US)

Virginia
Charlottesville Charlottesville Barter Network Is this a paper currency? ACTIVE?
Floyd Floyd Hours (Floydian Scrip) 1/4, one hour 2001 Inactive

Washington
Bainbridge Island Bainbridge Island Bucks 1997 Inactive
Bellingham Life Hours Is there a paper currency? 2004 ACTIVE
Bremerton Kitsap Hours Inactive
Kettle Falls Kettle River Hours Inactive
Bellingham Kulshan Cash 1999 Inactive
Lopez Island Lopez Island Hours 1995 Inactive
Mount Vernon Skagit Dollars Inactive
Olympia Sound Hours 1/10, 1/5, one hour 1996 Inactive, Illustrated #9

(=$10 US)
Olympia Olybarter Network Inactive

Wisconsin
Madison Madison Hours 1/4, 1/2, one hour (=$10 US) 1996 ACTIVE
Milwaukee Milwaukee Hours Inactive
Milwaukee Forming

Prov./City Name Denominations Date Current 
(exchange rate)     Started       Status                  

Canada
Alberta

Calgary Bow Chinook Hours 1996 Inactive
Calgary Calgary Dollars C$1, 5, 10 2002 ACTIVE

British Columbia
Nelson Kootenay Hours 1994 Inactive
Prince George Prince George Hours 1997 Inactive
Salmon Arm shuSwap Hours 1994 Inactive
Salt Springs Salt Spring Dollars C$1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100 2001 ACTIVE

Island
Nova Scotia

Halifax Maritime Hours 1994 Inactive
Parrsboro Coastal Gems 1997 Inactive

Ontario
Kingston, OntarioKingston Hours 1996 Inactive
Tamworth Tamworth Hours 1/12, 1/6, 1/4, 1/2, one, 2004 ACTIVE

two hours
Toronto Toronto Dollars C$1, 5, 10, 20, 50 1998 ACTIVE
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